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Audit Services Incorporated (ASI)
Breaks Ground for Business Expansion
Audit Service Incorporated reviews physical damage estimates for accuracy, while ensuring compliance
to industry standards, best practices and client guidelines.
Conyers, GA March 28, 2014: Audit Services Incorporated (ASI) today broke ground on their 3rd
building to accommodate new business expansion. ASI President and CEO John Hall says, “We are
excited to watch a local company grow from a startup of 6 employees to now over 200 nationally”. The
new building will expand the ASI campus and will allow for an additional 50 employees. ASI’s certified
and nationally licensed adjusters and appraisers; combined with proprietary management systems, ensures
that ASI’s clients are enabled to help their policyholders recover from a loss quickly, and that the repairs
performed meets the highest industry standards.
Initially started as an auto “shop of choice” desk review service, ASI processed over 318,000 files in 2013
comprised of approximately an equal number of both vehicle and property reviews for insurance carriers
and self-insured companies. ASI continues a consistent growth pattern despite limited catastrophic
weather events and a decline in the lender placed market segment.
"The technical expertise and field experience of our employees provides the strength of our company,”
Mr. Hall says. Regarding ASI management systems he adds “technology has enabled our team to work
more efficiently through matching client profiling and assignment type to ASI adjuster skill set, licensing,
and work load.” ASI auditors have access to the latest electronic appraisal, imaging, repair techniques,
database and reporting tools to verify every line of an auto or property estimate guaranteeing the accuracy
of repairs. Additionally, The ASI Management System decreases internal cycle times and ultimately the
speed in which claims are settled while enhancing communication between insurance carriers, repair
providers, and consumers experiencing a loss.
About ASI Claims – Audit Services, Inc.
ASI Claims, Audit Services Inc. (ASI) was founded in 1998 in Atlanta Georgia. They are widely known
as THE ESTIMATE REVIEW EXPERTS because of the extensive experience, training, and certification
of their staff combined with state-of-the-art computer programs and processes. ASI has extensive
experience in handling reviews on automobiles, trucks, marine, heavy equipment, off road vehicles,
tractors, trailers, recreational vehicles, homeowner's losses, personal property, commercial property,
utility claims, municipality (public) losses, water mitigation & specialty items. Inclusive are varying
claim circumstances such as first & third party claims, demand negotiations and post repair audits.
For more information, please contact: John Prozinski, Executive Vice President, jprozinski@asiclaims.com.
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